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4. USPS unreasonably downgraded AMK9 for purported  
; 

5. USPS failed to consider the Organizational Conflict of Interest of MSA; and  
6. USPS did not conduct a reasonable tradeoff analysis and AMK9 is prejudiced by USPS’s 

actions. 
 
I will address each basis for your SDRO disagreement separately below. 
 
Discussion 

1. USPS properly assessed weaknesses against AMK9. 
 
For its first challenge to the award, AMK9 asserts that the TET improperly assessed certain 
weaknesses to AMK9’s proposal, thereby resulting in it being of the seven 
(7) proposals received. See SDRO Disagreement, pp.6-16. In doing so, AMK9 challenges only 
four (4) of the several weaknesses assessed against it. I will address these challenged 
weaknesses further below.  
 
However, I must also note the fact that AMK9 has already admitted to the SDRO that its  

. Specifically, in a pre-award 
disagreement to the SDRO, AMK9 argued that the inclusion of both 3PK9-C and Alarm Resolution 
services in the Solicitation unfairly advantaged MSA technically because MSA was the only offeror 
who could provide those services.2 Upon information and belief, AMK9 has continued to assert 
those allegations to the Court of Federal Claims in its appeal of the pre-award disagreement. See 
American K-9 Detection Servs., LLC v. United States, No. 20-1614, 2021 WL 1086225 (Fed. Cl. 
Mar. 19, 2021). Therefore, although I will address below the challenged technical weaknesses 
below, I nevertheless find that, by AMK9’s own statements, its technical proposal was properly 
ranked lower than MSA’s technical proposal. 

 
A. The TET properly assessed AMK9 with multiple weaknesses for 

Evaluation Factor 1. 
 
For the first evaluation factor, Capability (Explosive Detection Canines (“EDC”)), the Solicitation 
stated that offerors’ proposals would be evaluated as follows: 

 
The offeror must demonstrate its current capability to meet the requirements in the 
SOW. The Postal Service will evaluate the offeror’s ability to provide canine 
handler resources adequate to perform the work as outlined with the SOW and 
relevant attachments; its ability to meet the required or proposed delivery 
schedules; and the ability to obtain the necessary certifications and security 
badges required at each location…. 
 
The offeror’s demonstrated capability of the following factors will be considered in 
in the aggregate in reaching an overall rating for this evaluation factor[:] ...Offeror’s 
demonstrated responsiveness to the attached Roll-out Schedule. 

 
2 See Supplier Disagreement Resolution No. SDR-21-CS-001, at https://about.usps.com/suppliers/disagreement-decisions/sdr-21-
cs-001.pdf. I also addressed the fact that AMK9 had not disclosed to the SDRO that it had actually submitted a proposal that 
included the provision of Alarm Resolution services – services that AMK9 argued only MSA could provide to USPS. 
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requirements information that MSA could use in drafting its proposal, including the Mail 
Amendment and other information.” See SDRO Disagreement, p.17. Since AMK9 asserts, without 
factual support, that the CO “failed to consider” MSA’s purported OCI, I will address the CO’s 
actions in response to the OCI. See SDRO Disagreement, p.16. After AMK9 raised the OCI issue 
to the CO in a pre-award bid protest, the CO consulted with his assigned counsel concerning the 
allegations and discussed the Mail Amendment with the USPIS. The Mail Amendment was a 
document created and controlled by the TSA that regulated entities with the authority to handle 
mail screening. The Mail Amendment was strictly under the control of the TSA. As the CO had 
not been provided with the Mail Amendment by TSA or otherwise during the procurement, he 
attempted to gain insight into what the Mail Amendment was and what type of information was 
contained in it. Upon review, the CO concluded that the Solicitation’s SOW provided the key 
details that offerors would need in order to compete equally under the Solicitation.  
 
Furthermore, the CO had the USPIS contact TSA in an attempt to obtain release of the Mail 
Amendment to all offerors.  On October 15, 2021, TSA responded that it would “only provide the 
mail amendment to the CCSF-K9 providers who will be carrying out the procedures of the 
amendment.”4 On October 8, 2020, the CO additionally wrote to MSA to obtain details of  

 involvement at TSA and the pilot program, as discussed above. After this investigation, 
the CO correctly concluded that MSA did not have an OCI nor an unfair advantage in the 
competition. 
 
Following the remand by the U.S. Court of Federal Claims, the CO obtained significant additional 
information that confirmed the conclusion of his first investigation. This included multiple 
correspondences and telephone interviews with MSA and TSA regarding the role  
played at TSA and in the pilot and the scope of the Mail Amendment.  also provided 
a declaration in support of his statements to the CO. Throughout this extensive investigation, no 
evidence of an improper OCI was discovered.  
 
Finally, I also reviewed the pilot program Mail Amendment (which I understand was almost 
identical to the final Mail Amendment), the Postal Service’s award recommendation, and the 
TET’s evaluation report, and I cannot find any harm that resulted from any offeror’s lack of access 
to the Mail Amendment. The evaluation team did not use the Mail Amendment to evaluate AMK9’s 
proposal, or the proposal of any other offeror. As discussed further above, the several 
weaknesses identified in AMK9’s proposal were not requirements of the Mail Amendment. 
Therefore, even if MSA had unequal access to the Mail Amendment, the access provided it no 
unfair advantage. 
 
AMK9’s Disagreement does not offer any facts that would contradict the findings of the CO’s 
thorough analysis. As AMK9 had not shown any “hard facts” in support of its contention that MSA 
and  had an Unequal Access to Information OCI, and all evidence before me 
demonstrates that the CO acted reasonably in identifying and determining that an OCI did not 
exist for the 3P-K9 Solicitation, I must reject AMK9’s OCI challenge to the award. 
 

3. USPS conducted a reasonable tradeoff analysis and AMK9 suffered no 
prejudice. 

For its final challenge, AMK9 asserts that the USPS did not conduct a reasonable tradeoff 
analysis. See SDRO Disagreement, pp. 17-18. However, as the foregoing demonstrates, the TET 

 
4 AMK9 additionally asserts that the TSA’s decision to prohibit the Postal Service from sharing the Mail Amendment with offerors 
necessarily means that the CO believed that the Mail Amendment provided prospective offerors with a competitive advantage. See 
SDRO Disagreement, p.17. I simply do not follow this logic. 






